Competing logics in corporate sustainability
An investigation about the rationale of carbon reporting in the global logistics industry

Climate change

Stakeholder pressures

Sustainability reporting

Carbon emissions are
a substantial threat to
the current business
models and have put
sustainability high on
the corporate agenda

Public focus has led to
an increasing demand
from stakeholders to
disclose sustainability
and carbon information
from companies.

Companies have
responded to this
pressure and introduced
information in form of
sustainability and/or
carbon reporting.

Global logistics

Legitimacy questionable

Profit vs legitimacy

Global logistics
companies represent
a significant source
of carbon output and
are under pressure
to report carbon
emissions.

Global logistics
companies report
carbon differently,
which leads to a lack of
comprehensibility and
questions the legitimacy
of carbon reporting

Two main streams
dominate why
companies engage in
sustainability: profit vs
legitimacy seeking view
(the rationale = for what
reasons)

The adoption of
carbon reporting in
institutional theory
can be attributed
to a company‘s
reaction to external
pressures, the socalled ‘isomorphism‘
(DiMaggio, 1983)

Different reporting
can be attributed to
different strategic
views in a company,
the so-called
‘competing logics‘
(e.g., sustainability vs.
market) where actors
fight for a dominant
logic within the field.
(Scott, 1991,
Thornton, 2004)

Research Aim
Examine the dominant logic behind carbon reporting in the global logistics industry
RQ1: Why and how do global logistics companies report carbon?
RQ2: Why do global logistics companies report carbon differently?
SQ2.1: What are the internal influences on carbon reporting?
SQ2.2: What are the external influences on carbon reporting?

Method

Logics are influenced
by institutional
complexity:
ොො Institutional context
ොො Stakeholder
power/influences

Theory-building, explanatory and phenomenon-driven research:
ොො Multiple case study, primarily qualitative research approach
ොො Ca. 40 semi-structured in-depth interviews to be conducted with
internal and external stakeholders
ොො Information historical development of carbon reporting in the global
logistics industry
ොො Questionnaire to identify drivers for carbon reporting
ොො Institutional theory: organisational field, external pressure reaction
and competing logics
ොො Stakeholder theory: classify stakeholder influence and to address
information asymmetry and relative weakness
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Contribution
Define rationale behind carbon reporting
ොො Identify drivers of different logics that shape
organisational sustainability practices
ොො Develop a framework for competing logics in
corporate sustainability
ොො Insight into the carbon reporting process
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